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Excellence in Publishing Awards

Pope: Social Media
& Internet Should
Lead to Meditations

By Christopher Fenoglio
Editor in Chief

By Carol Glatz
Catholic News Service

BALTIMORE, MD — The Association of Catholic Publishers recently
announced the first finalists in
their new Excellence in Publishing
Awards.
The winners of the new awards
will be announced at the 2012 Religious Booksellers Trade Exhibit in
St. Charles, Ill. May 29-31.
“As an award presented by the
Catholic publishing industry to the
Catholic publishing industry, the
ACP Excellence in Publishing
Awards are unique in their celebration of the very best materials
Catholic publishers have to offer to
our valued readers,” notes Andrew
Yankech, ACP secretary and cochair of the awards committee. “As
we fulfill our individual missions
and mandates as publishers, it’s
important to pause and recognize
the good works being created
within our vibrant community.”
The timing for the introduction
of the Excellence in Publishing
Awards fits well with Pope Benedict XVI’s emphasis on the “new
evangelization.”
“One of the best and most traditional places to find the teachings

of the Church and Jesus Christ
stated, explained, reflected on, and
broken open is in the printed words
of our publisher members,” observes Therese Brown, executive
director of the association.

Association of

Catholic
Publishers

“In a world where we are inundated with information, awards are
still one of the best ways to break
through the clutter and communicate a message about the quality
and excellence of a book or resource to a Catholic audience. The
new ACP Excellence in Publishing
Awards are one way to give the
reader a reason to buy an awardwinning work and explore the
world of Catholic thought, teaching, and inspiration,” says Brown.
Awards will be given to books in
six categories: General Interest, Inspirational, Prayer and Spirituality, Scripture, Theology, and
Resources for Ministry, plus a special category for the Roman Missal.
A “Book of the Year” will also be

named from among the first-place
finishers of the first six categories.
“Support for these awards exceeded our expectations,” notes
Brown. “And because the Roman
Missal was a new and once-in-alifetime publication, we felt it appropriate to add a special category
to honor its place in the publishing
world and our Catholic liturgical
life.”
Each category was judged by a
three-person panel, which reviewed
and evaluated the entries down to
six to eight titles, all of which will
move on to the final round of judging. First, second, and third place
winners will be announced at the
2012 RBTE Lunch May 31.
The Association of Catholic Publishers (ACP), celebrating its 25th
year serving Catholic publishing, is
a membership organization of
Catholic publishers, those who provide services to Catholic publishers, and individuals who work with
Catholic publishers. The ACP provides opportunities for members to
further the Catholic publishing industry, promote Catholic publishing and reading, and engage those
they interact with, including retailContinued on page 2...

Manage a Bookstore?

NCB&M Now Available as Free
Digital Download at Website

Join us at the 2012 Religious
Booksellers Trade Exhibit
May 29-31, 2012
Pheasant Run Resort
St. Charles, Illinois 60174

NASHVILLE, Tenn. – NEW
CATHOLIC BOOKS & MEDIA, the only
independent, national publication
devoted to introducing new books,
music and other media to the
Catholic marketplace, is now available as a free digital download.
Readers can now go to

• Preview New Books
• Earn Extra Discounts
• Meet Authors
• Get Autographed Books
• Share Work Experiences
• Worship Together
For more information and to
register, visit our website at:
http://www.rbte.net

www.NewCatholicBooks.com/digitaleditions and download the latest

edition and back issues of the publication to their iPad, tablet and
computer at no charge.
“Our culture is rapidly changing
the way we consume information
and entertainment,” says Christopher Fenoglio, editor in chief of
NEW CATHOLIC BOOKS & MEDIA.
“We want our publication to be accessible to all readers, no matter
which media a reader chooses.”

The free digital downloads will
allow parishes, schools, libraries
and bookstores to send links to the
free issues to their constituents.
Details on how to do this is on the
same web page as the downloads.
In addition, Fenoglio also noted
that the publication has an active
presence on Facebook and Twitter.
While the publication is produced
every three months, readers can
access new content about books
and media on a daily basis through
the social media sites listed below.

Facebook.com/NewCatholicBooks
Twitter.com/NewCatholicBook
NewCatholicBooks.com/digital-editions

Read more reviews and features at www.NewCatholicBooks.com

VATICAN CITY (CNS) – Amid
the deluge of information and
nonstop chatter in today’s media,
the church needs to help people
find safe havens of silence, Pope
Benedict XVI said.
Far from being the enemy of
calm and quiet, social media and
the Internet can lead people to virtual sanctuaries that offer silent
reflection, thoughtful dialogue and
true meaning in life, he said.
“Attention
should be paid to
the various types
of websites, applications and social
networks which
can help people
today to find time
for reflection and authentic questioning, as well as making space
for silence and occasions for
prayer, meditation or sharing of
the word of God,” he said in his
message for the 2012 celebration
of World Communications Day.
Even brief posts and viral
tweets can carry potent messages
when people use those tools – not
for spamming or for scanning the
latest gossip – but for sharing a
real part of themselves, he said.
“In concise phrases, often no
longer than a verse from the
Bible, profound thoughts can be
communicated, as long as those
taking part in the conversation do
not neglect to cultivate their own
inner lives,” he said.
The theme of this year’s World
Communications Day – marked
in most dioceses the Sunday before Pentecost, this year May 20 –
is “Silence and Word: Path of
Evangelization.” The papal message was released on the feast of
St. Francis de Sales, patron of
writers, January 24.
In his message, the pope acknowledged that “silence is often
overlooked,” but is especially important today.
Silence, words, images and
sounds need “a kind of eco-sysContinued on page 2...

Finalists for 2012 Excellence in Publishing Awards...
Continued from page 1.
ers, pastoral leaders, individual
customers, and staff.
The finalists in each category are:
General Interest
Includes biographies, Church
history, collections of essays by
theologians or important Catholic
thinkers.
• All Is Grace: A Biography of Dorothy
Day (Orbis Books)
• The Catholic Briefcase: Tools for
Integrating Faith and Work (Liguori
Publications)
• The Church and New Media (Our
Sunday Visitor)
• Rock-a My Soul: An Invitation to
Rock Your Religion (Liturgical Press)
• Why Stay Catholic? (Loyola Press)
• Wisdom for Living the Final Season
(Pauline Books & Media)

Inspirational
Focuses on devotional, spiritual,
and meditation books and books on
saints, holy people, and stories
related to people living their faith.

• A Book of Saints for Catholic Moms
(Ave Maria Press)
• Ablaze: Stories of Daring Teen Saints
(Liguori Publications)
• Forgiveness: A Catholic Approach
(Pauline Books & Media)
• Seek First the Kingdom (Our Sunday
Visitor)
• The Other Side of Chaos (Loyola
Press)
• Turning to God in Tough Times
(The Word Among Us Press)

Prayer & Spirituality
Books centered on prayer or
spiritual reflection, and includes
any theme for organizing and presenting such content.
• Fragments of Your Ancient Name
(Ave Maria Press)
• God In the Dark (Liturgical Press)
• Lectio Divina Book Study: The Mass
in Scripture (Our Sunday Visitor)
• Pause for Thought: Making Time for
Prayer, Jesus, God (Paulist Press)
• The Ignatian Adventure (Loyola
Press)
• The Road to Eternal Life (Liturgical
Press)

Silence builds meaning, clarity...
Continued from page 1.
tem,” that is, to find a harmonious,
symbiotic balance “if authentic dialogue and deep closeness between
people are to be achieved,” he said.
Words without reflection and silence without meaning result in
confusion, coldness and communication breakdown, he said.
Silence builds meaning, clarity
and creativity since “we are better
able to listen to and understand
ourselves; ideas come to birth and
acquire depth;” and people have
the time to choose how to best express themselves, the pope said.
Listening to others requires silence, and “we avoid being tied
simply to our own words and ideas
without them being adequately
tested,” he said.
Moments of quiet and calm allow
NEW CATHOLIC BOOKS & MEDIA
(ISSN #2156-9835) is published
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Stopher Publishing
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people to sift through, process and
evaluate the information they’re
bombarded with, figure out what is
important or secondary, discover
connections and “share thoughtful
and relevant opinions, giving rise to
an authentic body of shared knowledge,” the pope said.
“If God speaks to us even in silence, we, in turn, discover in silence the possibility of speaking
with God and about God,” he said.
Language, in fact, fails to encompass and truly communicate
God’s grandeur; the extent of his
love, power and mercy sink in with
silent contemplation, and from that
awe-inspiring awareness springs
forth “the urgent sense of mission,
the compelling obligation” to share
Christ and his word with others, he
said.
Distribution
Each issue is distributed to more than
25,000 readers at churches, schools,
libraries, conferences and bookstores
across the country. See our distribution
map at www.NewCatholicBooks.com.
Subscriptions
Individual subscriptions are $10 a year.
All parishes, schools, libraries, bookstores and non-profit organizations
qualify for a free single subscription to
this publication. Complete the form at
www.NewCatholicBooks.com or
request a form by sending a fax toll-free
to (800) 298-3151.
Bundle Sales, Bulk Subscriptions
Catholic bookstores, parishes, book
clubs, libraries and other groups may
purchase bundles of 50 copies for distribution to customers and parishioners. For more information, visit the
subscriptions area of our website at
www.NewCatholicBooks.com.

Scripture
Includes books about Scripture,
whether scholarly treatments of particular books or collections of books
of the Bible. Bibles are excluded
from this category.
• A Different Priest: The Epistle of the
Hebrews (Convivium Press)
• Building Our House on Rock
(The Word Among Us Press)
• Exploring the Spirituality of the
Gospels (Liturgical Press)
• Jesus, the Word Made Flesh: John
1-10 (Twenty-Third Publications)
• Jesus, the Word Made Flesh: John
11-21 (Twenty-Third Publications)
• Numbers (Liturgical Press)
• The Bible and Science (Liturgical
Press)
• Wondrous Encounters: Scripture for
Lent (St. Anthony Messenger Press
Books)

Theology
Includes books on the topic of
Catholic theology, whether scholarly
monographs or more popular treatments of theological aspects of
Catholic teaching on, for example,
the sacraments or the nature of the
Church.
• A Biblical Walk through the Mass
(Ascension Press)
• Become What You Receive (Liturgy
Training Publications)
• Being about Borders (Liturgical Press)
• Ecclesial Movements and Communi-

ties: Origins, Significance, and Issues
(New City Press)
• Efficacious Engagement (Liturgical
Press)
• God and the Mystery of Human
Suffering (Paulist Press)

Resources for Ministry
Includes any book that serves as a
faith formation tool in parish ministry for sacrament preparation, catechesis (other than basal programs),
adult faith formation, and for use
in enrichment programs
• Adaptive First Eucharist (Loyola
Press)
• Essential Presidential Prayers
(Liturgy Training Publications)
• I Will Remember You (Pauline Books
& Media)
• Lifting Up Our Hearts (Book and
Music CD) (RENEW International)
• Living the Word Year B (World
Library Publications)
• Practice Makes Catholic (Loyola Press)
• Table Talk: Beginning the Conversation on the Gospel of Mark (New City
Press)

Roman Missal
• Liturgical Press (Ritual Edition)
• Liturgy Training Publications
(Chapel Edition and Ritual Edition)
• Magnificat (Chapel Edition and
Deluxe Edition)
• USCCB (Deluxe Edition)
• World Library Publications (Ritual
Edition)

Finalists for the Association of Catholic Publishers Awards

The Catholic Briefc
f ase helps the reader
evaluate where they have been in their
business life and where being a “ light for
Christ” can take them. The practical nature
of the content gives the reader a roadmap
to a deeper faith in an area (the workplace)
they have likely ignored in the past.

Colleen Swaim looks at eight young souls
who became saints for the against-thecurrent, selfless heroism of their teen years.
Includes maps, prayers, journal prompts,
and reflection questions to help the reader
apply the saints’ experiences to ever yday
life.

160-page paperback – 5½ x 8¼

Perfect for Confirmation classes, high school
youth groups, or other young adult study
groups.

9780764-820526 • $$16.99
16.99

144-page paperback
9780764-820298 • $$12.99
12.99

Available at your local bookstore or call 800-325-9521. Mention Source Code 12-382
www.liguori.org • 1 Liguori Drive, Liguori, MO 63057-9999

Read more reviews and features at www.NewCatholicBooks.com
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New Releases
Some Seed Fell on Good Ground
Cardinal Timothy M. Dolan • Catholic
University of America Press
$24.95 • 300 pages • 978-0-8132-1949-3
The archbishop of New York researched and composed this biography of his role model: the immensely
effective Archbishop Edwin V.
O’Hara of Kansas City (1881-1956),
who dealt with many important
issues in the American Church.
Font of Life
Garry Willis • Oxford
$21.95 • 208 pages • 978-0-19-976851-6
Pulitzer prize-winning author uses
the meeting between St. Augustine
and St. Ambrose under the piazza
of the Duomo at Augustine’s baptism to chronicle a pivotal moment
in the history of early Christianity.
Symbols That Surround Us
Johan Van Parys • Liguori Publications
$16.99 • 160 pages • 978-0-764-82070-0
Author deftly blends words about
the history, tradition, and modern
usage of symbols with a rich accompaniment of photographs for a
visually exciting work that explains why symbols are so important to our faith.
Journey to the Heart
Kim Nataraja, editor • Orbis Books
$35 • 428 pages • 978-1-57075-938-3
An in-depth and richly illustrated
exploration of the contemplative
tradition of Christian spirituality
through the centuries by some of
today’s leading spiritual writers.
Includes biographies, key concepts
and essential quotations.
Stories of Jesus
Connie Ann Valenti • Orbis Books
$20 • 240 pages • 978-1-57075-960-4
A collection of original stories of
faith and imagination about the
loving Jesus who heals, teaches
and comforts. Many of the stories
were read by Fr. Ron Lengwin at
the beginning of his radio show
Amplify for more than 30 years.
Husband, Father, Worker
Fr. Larry Toschi, OSJ; Fr. Jose Antonio Bertolin,
OSJ; Rick Sarkisian, PhD • Liguori Pub.
$12.99 • 128 pages • 978-0-7648-2097-7
Describes how we can emulate how
St. Joseph used his God-given skills
and virtues so that we can move
from a life of distraction or empty
purposes to one of following God’s
will and growing closer to Jesus.

Staff Reports
of the saints as inspiration. Discover saints who experienced the
same weaknesses and struggles
with prayer that we all do.
The Catholics Next Door
Greg & Jennifer Willits • Servant Books
$16.99 • 160 pages • 978-1-61636-135-8
The hosts of a Sirius radio program
of the same name, the authors
share their energetic, humorous,
and imperfect attempts to live out
their faith in today’s world.
The Environment
Pope Benedict XVI • Our Sunday Visitor
$14.95 • 176 pages • 978-1-61278-628-5
Pope Benedict has not been shy
about the environment, speaking
frequently about everyone’s right
to food, the right to water, responsible sharing and the connection
between science and nature.
Mothers of the Church
Mike Aquilina & Christopher Bailey • OSV
$13.95 • 160 pages • 978-1-61278-562-2
Drawing upon a wide spectrum of
sources, the book illustrates the
many women who left their mark
on sacred history by responding to
God’s call, including the Holy
Women of the New Testament, St.
Perpetua and St. Felicity and more.
Why Catholicism Matters
Dr. William Donohue • Image
$22.99 • 304 pages • 978-0-307-88533-3
The president of the Catholic
League explores the four Cardinal
virtues and reminds readers of the
great wealth of charity and wisdom
that exists today in the Catholic
tradition. May 29.
Thrift Store Graces
Jane Knuth • Loyola Press
$13.95 • 184 pages • 978-0-8294-3692-1
The author offers wit and inspiration in describing her challenging
personal situations as a former reluctant, now enthusiastic, volunteer
at a thrift store, subtly compelling
us to redefine what it means to
truly give ourselves to others.
An Angel to Watch Over Me
Joan Wester Anderson • Loyola Press
$14.95 • 208 pages • 978-0-8294-3654-9
More than 30 stories of children’s
experiences with celestial beings –
such as a boy whose angel helps him
conquer his fear of thunderstorms
and a girl who is miraculously
rescued from her burning house.

tions on the writings of St. John of
the Cross, known as the Doctor of
Mystical Theology. He challenges
us to become like Christ, to be
wounded, consumed by His presence and transformed by His love.

The newest title in the “Living and
Celebrating Our Catholic Customs
and Traditions” series, this is an exciting resource for teachers, parents
and catechists who want to integrate
faith into the daily lives of children.

Gifts from Heaven
Tom & Mary Hartmann • New City Press
$11.95 • 120 pages • 978-1-56548-429-0
Professionals in the field of family
life, the authors describe how God’s
Providence has consistently pushed
them to reconsider what it means to
truly believe in God’s love in both
the trials and joys of family life.
Their rich experience allows them
to share insights on concrete issues.

Dating God: Live and Love in the
Way of St. Francis
Daniel P. Horan, O.F.M. • St. Anthony
Messenger Press
$14.99 • 132 pages • 978-1-61636-136-5
Helps the reader consider how God
is active and present in one’s life,
while also renewing the way one
thinks about our relationship with
God. The authors uses St. Francis’s
gift of spirituality to challenge one’s
relationship with our Creator.

Catholic Family Fun
Sarah A. Reinhard • Pauline Books & Media
$11.95 • 158 pages • 978-08198-1604-3
A “guide for the adventurous, overwhelmed, creative, or clueless,” the
author introduces readers to a variety of adventures and activities, including story starters, craft
projects, saints to celebrate and
ways to serve and pray.
Feast Day & Holidays
Joan Marie Arbogast • Pauline Books & Media
$19.95 • 272 pages • 978-08198-1604-7

Catholic Girl’s Survival Guide
for the Single Years
Emily Stimpson • Emmaus Road Publishing
$12.95 • 148 pages • 978-1-937155-34-6
Steeped in the Church’s teachings
on the feminine genius, marriage,
and theology of the body, this book
dishes with both wit and wisdom on
some of the most pressing issues for
women: dating, sex, finances, work,
depression, and more. It offers
women a recipe for the single life
that’s honest, spirited, and ultimately hopeful.

Unlock
THE Doors TO
A Healthy
Spiritual Life
Nationally renowned speaker and best-selling
author of the Catechist Toolbox series, Joe
Paprocki, returns with his latest work, 7 Keys
to Spiritual Wellness. Paprocki offers seven
enduring and reliable strategies for achieving
spiritual wellness and helps readers see the
Christian faith not as a collection of rules
and doctrine but as a spiritual path to a more
meaningful life.

7 KEYS TO SPIRITUAL WELLNESS
Enriching Your Faith by Strengthening the Health of Your Soul
1"1&3#"$,rr

Help Me Pray
Louise Perrotta • Servant Books
$13.99 • 152 pages • 978-0-86716-973-7
A valuable treasury for anyone
who wants to learn more about
prayer, this book offers the wisdom
Summer 2012

15 Days of Prayer with St. John
of the Cross
Fr. Constant Tonnelier • New City Press
$12.95 • 160 pages • 978-1-56548-427-6
Fifteen days of prayerful reflec-

Available at booksellers or from Loyola Press
rXXXMPZPMBQSFTTDPNLFZT

Read more reviews and features at www.NewCatholicBooks.com
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Book Reviews
Author Provides Tools and
Examples for Integrating
Faith and Work
Reviewed by Greg Mays

O

ur increasingly sterile society has made it difficult to
live one’s faith in all aspects
of our lives, especially at work. In
“The Catholic Briefcase” Randy
Hain presents many tools and examples for anyone wanting to bring
their Catholic faith to work and not
leave it at the door.
I first heard of Randy Hain
through the Atlanta Catholic Business Conference that he and Deacon Mike Bickerstaff founded at St.
Peter Chanel Parish north of Atlanta. He had created a group page
on LinkedIn (a business version of
Facebook), which I followed. There
they began to post articles and discussion that applied to Catholics in
professional situations. This information is very interesting and beneficial to many.
These posts led
them to create
one of my favorite
daily websites:
The Integrated
Catholic Life
(www.integratedcatholiclife.org).
It is a repository
for reflective articles on living your The Catholic Briefcase
Catholic faith in Randy Hain
all aspects of your Liguori Publications
$16.99, 160 pages
life. It was only
ISBN 978-0764820524
natural that
Randy share his writing and faith
experiences in a book.
In “The Catholic Briefcase”
Randy tells his conversion story
about coming to the Catholic faith
as an adult. He describes how he
has developed a daily prayer regimen and the many tools that he
now uses to connect with Christ
and our faith throughout the day.
This includes a practice of putting
five-minute reminders on your
smartphone five times throughout
the day to say a version of the
Daily Examen from St. Ignatius.
In addition to the modern techniques, he also gives strong credence to some of the old fashioned
ones too: the Sacrament of Confession and Eucharistic Adoration.
Much testimony is presented on
the need for these habits and the
benefits derived from both.
Throughout the book Randy uses
an interview style to present individual Catholic professionals who
have found their own ways to keep
devotions and practices within
their daily routine. Their real life
problems and decisions they make
are great examples that we need to
see to remind us as we handle our
own challenges in professional life.
4

from the Catholic News Service and Staff
Each chapter presents some reflection and discussion points
which makes it great for group
study as well as individual meditation. I believe many people who
want to share more of themselves
and their faith in all parts of their
day will enjoy “The Catholic Briefcase.”
Greg Mays is the president of the
Catholic Business League in
Nashville, Tenn.

Rwandan Teen’s Visions
of Jesus Make for
Engaging Reading
Reviewed by Nancy L. Roberts, CNS

S

ome skeptics might call the
religious visions detailed by
author Immaculee Ilibagiza
in “The Boy Who Met Jesus:
Segatashya of Kibeho” nothing but
the hallmark hallucinations of temporal lobe epilepsy. Others will see
them as direct manifestations of
the divine in everyday life. In any
case, this story of a poor, illiterate
Rwandan shepherd boy’s spiritual
journey is absorbing and sometimes inspiring.
Segatashya came from a pagan
family and never had the opportunity to attend school or church or
read a Bible. On a summer day in
1982, under a shade tree, the
teenager experienced an apparition
of Jesus. As he explained, “I saw
him (Jesus) and he spoke to me. He
said he chose me as a sign to show
people who don't believe in him –
like pagans and any other nonbelievers – that he is not forgetting
them. He sees them, he cares about
them, he loves them, and he hopes
that they invite him into their
hearts.”
Eventually Segatashya set off on
a profound spiritual mission. For
eight years before he was murdered in the Rwandan genocide in
1994, he traveled and bore witness
to life’s purpose: to love Jesus and
one’s fellow humans, to strive to
reach heaven.
Despite sometimes being beaten
by those who doubted his sincerity,
Segatashya seemed to retain his
innate innocence. Ultimately the
depth of his spiritual wisdom convinced and comforted many of his
critics.
Ilibagiza has also written “Our
Lady of Kibeho” (with Steve Erwin),
a book about the Marian visionaries
whose experiences in the early
1980s made the town a famous pilgrimage site. Unlike their visions,
however, Segatashya’s were not officially authenticated by the Catholic
Church before his death. Ilibagiza
recounts in “The Boy Who Met
Jesus” how Segatashya once appeared to her in a dream, advising

her not to be overly concerned with
this: “‘Isn’t telling my story more
important than waiting for someone
on earth to give my words a stamp
of approval? Isn’t letting people
know about the messages Jesus
gave to me the most important
thing in the world?’”
Ilibagiza, who
studied electronic and
mechanical engineering at the
National University, lost most of
her own family in
the Rwandan
genocide. She met
Segatashya about The Boy Who Met Jesus
a year before he Immaculee Ilibagiza
died; her research Hay House
$19.95, 219 pages
sources also inISBN 978-1401935818
clude extensive
interviews with his younger sister,
Christine. Ilibagiza’s tone throughout “The Boy Who Met Jesus” is
reverent and respectful. She
spends perhaps more time than
needed in reflecting on her own
feelings toward Segatashya.
No matter how one regards supposed mystical apparitions such as
this, the story is often engaging.
After all, Segatashya represents
our own primal yearning with the
questions he poses directly to

Jesus: Why were we created? Why
must we suffer? Is there life after
death? How do we get to heaven?
Nancy Roberts directs the journalism program at the State University of New York at Albany. She is
the author of “Dorothy Day and the
Catholic Worker” and other books.

Rabbi Writes Engaging
History of Catholic–
Jewish Relations
Reviewed by Eugene J. Fisher, CNS

R

abbi James Rudin has been
involved in Jewish-Christian relations for the American Jewish Committee since the
late 1960s, and his writing reflects
both sound research and a wealth
of personal experience.
“Cushing, Spellman, O’Connor:
The Surprising Story of How Three
American Cardinals Transformed
Catholic-Jewish Relations,” engagingly written for general readership,
tells the story of three key American
cardinals who, among others in this
country and in Europe, profoundly
influenced the development and implementation of the Second Vatican
Council’s groundbreaking declaration, “Nostra Aetate,” which rede-

The Selfless Way of Christ
Downward Mobility and the Spiritual Life
HENRI NOUWEN
With Drawings by Vincent Van Gogh

A penetrating reflection on the challenges
of the spiritual life, especially the call to
imitate Christ’s example of “downward
mobility.” “Required reading for anyone
struggling with their sense of vocation
and ministry.”
—Sacramental Life
978-1-57075-943-7 96pp pbk $18.00

The Pope and I
How the Lifelong Friendship between
a Polish Jew and John Paul II Advanced
Jewish-Christian Relations
JERZY KLUGER with Gianfranco Di Simone
Foreword by Eugene J. Fisher

Highlights the surprising confluences of
history, politics, and religion sealed by
friendship and mutual respect.
978-1-57075-970-3 280pp hc $26

John Henry Newman
Spiritual Writings
Selected with an
Introduction by John T. Ford
Offers a unique glimpse into the life and
thought of one of modern Catholicism’s true
giants.
978-1-57075-954-3 272pp $22 pbk

From your bookseller or direct
Follow us
www.maryknollmall.org
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Book Reviews
fined and set a new direction for
Catholic-Jewish relations after
nearly two millennia of mistrust.
Rabbi Rudin sets the context for
the mid- to late 20th-century story
he tells by going back to its beginnings in the New Testament, a collection of books written by Jews for
other Jews presenting a Jewish
case for the significance of the life
and teaching of the Jew, Jesus.
The argument for Jesus met with a
great deal of success among Jews,
as St. Paul noted, and Christianity
spread throughout the then-known
world virtually wherever there
were Jewish communities to receive its “good news.”
Many Jews,
however, did not
accept what the
increasingly gentile church had to
say about Jesus,
and the fathers of
the church shifted
their argument
from one for Jesus
into one against
Cushing, Spellman,
Jews and JuO’Connor
Rabbi James Rudin
daism. Despite
the positive teach- Wm. B. Eerdmans
$18, 157 pages
ings of St. Augus- ISBN 978-0802865670
tine and many of
the popes regarding Judaism, the
treatment of Jews in Christian Europe gradually deteriorated over the
centuries. Rabbi Rudin commendably does not oversimplify this long
and complex history, though he accurately describes the record “overall” as “a bleak one,” laying the
groundwork for the Holocaust.
Rabbi Rudin sketches quite well
the parallel Catholic and Jewish
immigrant experiences in the
United States, together excluded
from “proper” neighborhoods, jobs
and schools. The Irish immigrant
background and personal relations
with Jews frame their stories and
those of many American bishops
who were, collectively, in the forefront of the great battles at the
council over one of its shortest yet
most revolutionary documents. The
speech Cardinal Richard J. Cushing of Boston gave at the council,
narrated in riveting fashion by
Rabbi Rudin, and the behind-thescenes political activities of Cardinal Francis J. Spellman of New
York were, indeed, instrumental in
the ultimate, overwhelming passage of the document. Reading this
book makes one feel very good
about being an American Catholic!
Rabbi Rudin’s story of New York
Cardinal John J. O’Connor’s involvement in Jewish-Catholic relations in the 1980s and 1990s is a
more personal one, since he knew
Cardinal O’Connor well and
worked with him on numerous
joint projects over the years.
It takes nothing away from Cardinal O’Connor’s important role,
Summer 2012

from the Catholic News Service and Staff
nationally and internationally, in
Catholic-Jewish relations in the
post-Vatican II era to note that a
book featuring three other cardinals in that period would be equally
appropriate. They are Cardinals
John F. Dearden of Detroit, Joseph
L. Bernardin of Chicago and
William H. Keeler of Baltimore.
Eugene Fisher is a professor of
Catholic-Jewish studies at St. Leo
University in Florida.

Too Much Technology,
Information Can Dull
Compassion, Author Says
Reviewed by Sister Mona Castelazo,
CSJ, CNS

I

n “Compassion: Living in the
Spirit of St. Francis,” Franciscan Sister Ilia Delio shows that
in spite of the valuable contributions of technology, we may be in
danger of a “globalized superficiality.” Being inundated with information of every kind precludes our
living at a deeper level from which
compassion flows.
We tend to see machines as role
models, rather than tools, says Sister Ilia, and could become isolated,
spending more time at computers
than in interaction with others or
with nature. When the differences
are blurred between real experiences and computer simulations,
we strengthen the ego, attempting
to control or create the real, rather
than surrendering to a greater purpose, which would lead to selftransformation. Technology lends
itself to individual control, the author states, obscuring our dependence on the earth, others and God.
Operating through the “god
mode” in video games and feeding
on endless information can lead to
separateness, self-indulgence and
narcissism. Rather than being a
dynamic expression of God, the
universe begins to resemble a huge
machine.
Without play and contact with
nature, both children and adults
stifle their imagination, diminishing their power to dream, create
and live spontaneously. The world
is then one of controlled information split off from energy and matter. Artificial media enable us to
“share without (fear of) rejection,”
to manipulate and eventually to become “disembodied super minds.”
We then lose touch with the real
human person “longing for wholeness in union with another.” Sister
Ilia states that our greatest poverty
is to feel comfortable through being
safe and alone in isolation.
The book points out that the
virtue of poverty, as shown by St.
Francis, is to be empty, open to receive the gifts of God. In contrast,

the effect of the separation possible
through technology is to control and
possess, to advance ourselves
through appropriating the goods of
the world, whether they be riches,
skills, knowledge or reputation.
This type of clinging to things ultimately leads to injustice and violence. The environment then seems
hostile and we become hard-hearted
and self-absorbed, driven by fear of
others and defensive behavior.
However, the
realization of the
presence of God
within our fragile
humanity and in
the natural world
leads us toward
compassion, according to the author. As Francis
left the city and
Compassion
the marketplace Ilia Delio, OSF
for the woods and Fransiscan Media
countryside, so we $14.99, 142 pages
ISBN 978-1616361624
can also escape
the limited world of cyberspace to
spend time in nature.
Father Pierre Teilhard de
Chardin suggested that we seek the
larger space in the unexplored
wilderness to find ourselves “where
the soul is most deep and where
matter is most dense.” Sister Ilia
shows that Francis found inner

space for his soul in the outer expansion of nature.
The book suggests that since our
basic belief is in Incarnation, the
way to find God is to “look inside
where God lives.” The divine presence in an embodied world calls for
a conscious choice on our part to
spend time with the mundane and
ordinary as Francis did, who saw
“brothers and sisters” even in the
elements of nature. Hence, the connectedness of all things calls forth
compassion in binding us with the
deepest reality, which stretches beyond the boundaries of gender,
race, tribe, religion or creature.
Through love we experience others’
suffering, leading to both their and
our own transformation.
Sister Ilia’s book offers a clear
path out of the present complex web
of technological “progress,” egotism,
political power and injustice. Finally, she quotes Father Henri
Nouwen, who wrote that the world
will not be changed through a new
idea, project or plan, but only if we
“can offer a space where people are
encouraged to disarm themselves.”
Sister Mona Castelazo, a Sister
of St. Joseph of Carondelet, has
taught English for many years in
Los Angeles. She is the author of
“Under the Skyflower Tree: Reflections of a Nun-Entity” (iUniverse.)
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IRISH SAINTS
SAINTS New Release!
The lives of Saints Kevin of Glendalough,
Pa
atrick of Ireland, and Brigid of Kildare can
teach us about the joys of contemplation,
evangelization, and charitable living.
From ancient and modern sources.
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Best Selling Books & Pamphlets
Books & Pamphlets • January – March 2012
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

Pray the Rosary • J.M. Lelen • Catholic Book Publishing Company • 978-089942-040-0
Mary’s Way of the Cross • Richard Furey • Twenty-third Publications • 978-089622-198-7
Together for Life (Revised) • Joseph Champlin • Ave Maria Press • 978-159471-282-1
My Pocket Prayer Book • Catholic Book Publishing • 978-089942-030-1
Sunday Missal • Catholic Book Publishing • 978-089942-820-8
Jesus Calling • Sarah Young • Integrity Publishing • 978-159145-188-4
And God Said What? • Margaret Nutting Ralph • Paulist Press • 0-8091-4129-9
Illustrated Book of Mary • Wm. J. Hirten • 978-1929198-96-2
Divine Mercy Message and Devotion • Seraphim Michalenko • Marian Press • 978-0944203-58-3
Rediscovering Lent • Matthew Kelly • Franciscan Media • 978-161636-237-9
Fides Et Ratio: On the Relationship Between Faith and Reason • John Paul II • Pauline Books & Media • 978-087973-976-8
Catechism of the Catholic Church • USCCB • 978-087973-976-8
Bless My Child • Julie Cragon • Ave Maria Press • 978-159471-014-8
Illustrated Book of Jesus • Wm. J. Hirten • 978-193683-706-9
Sunday Missal (black zipper) • John Kersten • Catholic Book Publishing • 978-0899428-369
The Passion of Our Lord • Catholic Book Publishing • 978-089942-096-7
My Pocket Rosary • J.M.Lelen • Catholic Book Publishing • 978-089942-057-8
Living the Days of Lent • Ellen Dauwer, ed. • Paulist Press • 978-08091-4711-3
Handbook for Today’s Catholic • Liguori Publications • 978-07648-1846-2
Roman Missal 3rd Edition • Catholic Book Publishing • 978-089942-067-7
U.S. Catholic Catechism for Adults • USCCB • 978-157455-450-2
Scriptural Rosary • Christianica Center • 0-911346-16-3
Bringing Lent Home with Mother Theresa • Donna Marie Cooper O’Boyle • Ave Maria Press • 978-159471-286-9
Divine Mercy in My Soul • Maria Faustina Kowalska • Marian Press • 978-094420-304-0
Catholicism for Dummies • John Trigilio • For Dummies • 978-111807-778-8

Your Store + Your Ministry + Our Network = Success
Do you need help growing your business in this difficult economy? The Catholic Retailers Association
is a network of Catholic stores in the United States and Canada whose main purpose is to help you
develop your ministry and business of Catholic retail.
For only $100 a year, your store can connect to other Catholic retail stores and learn more about
customer service, marketing, spirituality, merchandising, training and more. There are also special
discounts and new product information from New Catholic Books & Media. Look for other CRA members at
Annual Meeting during RBTE May 29-June. Read more at www.rbte.net.
Don’t delay, join today at http://bit.ly/CatholicRetailersAssociation.

Youth Books • January – March 2012
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
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YouCat • Michael Miller • Ignatius Press • 978-158617-516-0
Day by Day: The Notre Dame Prayer Book for Students • Thomas McNally • Ave Maria Press • 978-159471-018-6
Take Ten: Biblical Reflections for Teens • Maureen Gallagher • St. Mary’s Press • 978-088489-821-4
Jesus Calling: 365 Devotions for Kids • Sarah Young • Nelson Publishers • 978-140031-634-2
The Catholic Youth Bible • NABRE • St. Mary’s Press • 978-159982-141-2
Catholic and Christian for Young Adults • Alan Shreck • Servant Books • 978-086716-602-6
My Dear Young Friends • John Vitek • St. Mary’s Press • 978-088489-816-0
Catholic Youth Prayer Book • Laure Krupp • St. Mary’s Press • 978-088489-900-6
Did Adam and Eve Have Belly Buttons? • Matthew Pinto • Ascension Press • 978-096592-288-3
Did Jesus Have a Last Name? • Matthew Pinto • Ascension Press • 978-193264-541-5
Ask the Bible Geek: Answers to Questions from Teens • Mark Hart • Franciscan Media • 978-156955-344-2
Real Love • Mary Ann Bonacci • Ignatius Press • 978-089870-613-0
Ablaze: Stories of Daring Teen Saints • Colleen Swaim • Liguori Publications • 978-076482-029-8
Teen’s Game Plan for Life • Lou Holtz • Ave Maria Press • 978-193349-509-5
Day by Day with People of the Bible • Dennis Kurtz • St. Mary’s Press • 978-088489-922-8

Read more reviews and features at www.NewCatholicBooks.com
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Best Selling Music & DVDs
Music • January – March 2012
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

The Rosary CD • Sheldon Cohen • ACTA Publications • 978-087946-240-6
Seven Sorrows Rosary CD • Immaculee • Heartbeat Records • 7-75165-826-2
In Memory of Me • Fr. Scallon • Heartbeat Records • DSCD 102
The Rosary on CD • Msgr. Owen Campion • Our Sunday Visitor • 1-59276-011-2
New American Bible on CD • Eric Martin • Casscom Productions • 978-193003-417-4
Truth and Life Bible CD • Zondervan Publishing • 978-159171-325-8
Catholic Treasures 4 Vols. • World Library Publication • 978-158459-557-1
Chants of the Angels: Gregorian Chant • Gloriae Dei Cantores Schola • Paraclete Press • 978-155725-925-7
Chaplet of Divine Mercy • Dana/ Fr. Scanlon • Heartbeat Records • DSCD 112
Come to the Feast II • Marty Haugen • GIA • 20722
Table of Plenty • Dan Schutte • OCP • 20892
Catholic Favorites I • Daughters of St. Paul • Pauline Books and Media • 0-8198-1580-2
Catholic Favorites II • Daughter s of St. Paul • Pauline Books and Media • 0-8198-1582-9
Stella Maris: Ever Ancient Ever New • Daughters of St. Paul • Pauline Books and Media • 0-8198-7133-8
Marian Grace: Ancient Hymns and Chant • Mysterium • 0-845013-054-2

Films & DVDs • January – March 2012
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Catholicism • Rev. Robert Barron • Catholic Word • 0-935730-416-3
The Way • Martin Sheen • Ignatius Press • 960-1982-36-2
Jesus of Nazareth • Vision Video • 12236-1281-1
St. Giuseppe Moscati • Ignatius Press • 978-158617-488-0
Francis of Assisi • Ignatius Press • 245-4314-837
Jesus He Lived Among Us • Ignatius Press • 279-8501-417
Therese • Ignatius Press • 159-788-061-2
The Way of St. James • Ignatius Press • 978-158617-727-0
Padre Pio • Ignatius Press • 158-6171-94-1
There Be Dragons • Ignatius Press • 245-4378-485
St. Rita • Ignatius Press • 978-158617-210-7
Padre Pio between Heaven and Earth • Ignatius Press • 978-15861-736-6
13th Day • Ignatius Press • 978-158617-452-1
St. Philip Neri • Ignatius Press • 978-158617-716-4
Sheen Gems • Vision Video • 279-8500-88-7

This issue’s best-selling product charts were compiled from actual retail sales data from the first quarter 2012 as
reported by St. Mary’s Bookstore & Church Supply in Nashville, Tennessee. Started in the basement of St. Mary’s
Church in 1939, St. Mary’s Bookstore has served the Nashville community for nearly eight decades. Visit the store’s
website at www.StMarysBookstore.com to order the books, music, bibles and DVDs in this issue. You too will
discover why St. Mary’s is “More than a Bookstore.”
Summer 2012
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Children’s Books
Playing with the Saints
and Learning about
Blessed Kateri Tekawitha
Reviewed by Shellie Braeuner

D

id you ever dream of playing
with the Saints? Well, now
you and your children can
play with Blessed Kateri Tekawitha in the New Hope Publication of
“Lives of the Saints Paper Dolls.”
This beautifully illustrated book
contains 18 different paper dolls,
all of them designed to people the
world of Blessed Kateri Tekawitha.
They include her parents, sister
and brother, the aunts and uncles
that raised her later in life, and the
priests and inhabitants of the
“Village of Praying Natives.”
There are both male and female
dolls, making this book attractive
to both boys and girls. The book includes Kateri as both a child and an
adult. In addition to the dolls, there
are 16 pages of traditional native

from Staff Reports
clothing to change
the looks of your
dolls.
The illustrations are vibrant,
showing the both
the Mohawk and
the Christians
with dignity. The
Kateri Tekawitha
native costumes
Patricia Milan
are resplendent
with fringe, beads New Hope Publications
$10.95, 24 pages
and intricate quill- ISBN 978-1892875150
work. The Christian priests have both simple black
robes and more elaborate robes and
vestures.
Kateri’s culture is celebrated
throughout the book. Every word is
written in both English and
French, languages that she would
have heard living on the US/Canadian border. In addition, at the end
of the book, both the Our Father
and the Hail Mary are written in
Mohawk, Kateri’s native language.
The story of Blessed Kateri is
told in simple details at the end of

Best Selling Children’s Books
January – March 2012
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

Mary My Mother • Lawrence Lovasik
Catholic Book Publishing • 978-089942-280-0
St. Joseph Beginner’s Bible • Lawrence Lovasik
Catholic Book Publishing • 978-089942-153-7
Friendship With Jesus • Pope Benedict XVI
Ignatius Press • 978-158617-619-8
Catholic Children’s Bible
Regina Press • 978-088271-142-3
Book of Saints for Children • Fr. Daniel Lord
Wm. J. Hirten • 1929198-94-9
My First Prayer Book • Teresa Biernacki
Devon Company • 978-188876-550-2
Illustrated 365 Day Catholic Children’s Bible • Judith Bauer
Regina Press • 978-088271-274-1
My Easter Basket • Mary Manz Simon
Standard Publishing • 978-078471-356-3
New Catholic Children’s Bible • Thomas Donaghy
Catholic Book Publishing • 978-089942-644-0
Catholic Children’s Illustrated Bible • Anne de Graaf
Regina Press • 978-088271-197-3
Catholic Bible Stories for Children • Ann Ball
Our Sunday Visitor • 978-159276-243-9
100 Bible Heroes/100 Bible Songs • Aleksey Ivanov
Thomas Nelson Publishers • 978-140031-078-4
A Child’s Guide to Reconciliation • Elizabeth Ficocelli
Paulist Press • 978-08091-6709-8
Catholic Children’s Bible (Burgundy)
Regina Press • 978-088271-141-6
Catholic Prayer Book for Children • Julianne Will
Our Sunday Visitor • 978-159276-046-6
St. Joseph Illustrated Bible • Jude Winkler
Catholic Book Publishing • 978-089942-635-8
A Child’s Bible • Sally Ann Wright
Standard Publishing • 978-078471-776-9
The Story for Little Ones • Josse Masse
Zondervan Publishing Company • 978-031071-927-4
You Want Me to be Good All Day • Fr. Joe Kempf
Liguori Publishing • 978-07648-1843-1
The Beautiful Story of Jesus • Maite Roche
Pauline Books and Media • 978-08198-1177-6

the book. Adults can read the story
and act out the story with the dolls.
Children explore new ideas through
play, so books such as this give children the chance to really live out
the values that Blessed Kateri
chose.
This book is part of a series of
paper doll books that include the
lives of St. Joan of Arc and St.
Theresa.
Shellie Braeuner M.Ed is the
Children’s Book Reviewer for
NCB&M and the author of “The
Great Dog Wash.”

Publisher Releases New
Books in the “Encounter
the Saints’ Series
BOSTON – Pauline Books &
Media, a program of the Congregation of the Daughters of St. Paul,
recently announced two new books
in the “Encounter the Saints” series: “Saint Catherine Laboure and
Our Lady of the Miraculous Medal”
and “Saint Gianna Beretta Molla:
The Gift of Life.”
The “Encounter the Saints” series
offers young readers down-to-earth
portrayals of the saints who faced
many of the same challenges we do.
Each story vividly recreates the
saint’s life, including the place of

origin, family life, and corresponding historical events. The engaging
dialogue and illustrations make it
easy to relate to the saints and provide excellent role models for boys
and girls.
When St. Catherine Laboure was a
young girl who had
just entered the
Daughters of Charity,
the Virgin Mary appeared to her. She
gave her a mission,
which later became
known as the story
behind the Miraculous Medal. Follow the journey of
this humble visionary during turbulent times for the faithful in France.
As a mother, wife, and doctor, St.
Gianna Molla is not your typical
saint. She loved fashion, being outdoors, and travelling in her native
Italy. Children will enjoy learning
about her life’s journey and how
this modern woman became a saint.
Saint Catherine Laboure and Our
Lady of the Miraculous Medal
Marianne Lorraine Trouve, FSP
$7.95 • 124 pages • Paperback • #72245
Saint Gianna Beretta Molla:
The Gift of Life
Susan Helen Wallace, FSP
$7.95 • 112 pages • Paperback • #71826

This issue’s best-selling product charts were compiled from actual retail sales data
from the first quarter 2012 as reported by St. Mary’s Bookstore & Church Supply in
Nashville, Tenn. Visit the store’s website at www.StMarysBookstore.com to

order the books, music, and DVDs in this issue. “More than a Bookstore.”
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Music & Video – News & Reviews
Matt Maher’s Latest Album
‘The Love in Between’ is
Both Fresh and Familiar
Reviewed by Matt O’Donnell

M

att Maher’s latest release
“The Love in Between”
(technically only his third
record on a major label, despite his
published repertoire in total), is a
musical exercise in the Works of
Mercy.
We find Maher on this album
trading in his overt evangelical
rhetoric for the kind of talk and
tones that appeal to FM Country
radio fans throughout the heartland of America. Songs like “Woke
up in America,” “Turn Around,” and
“On My Way” all fit right into the
musical palette of those who feel
most helpless in our times.
As Matt
Maher pushes
towards middle
age, his voice has
settled into a
nice medium
baritone, which
frames well
The Love in Between
Matt Maher
against the
Essential Records
Southern rock$12.95, CD
flavored arrange- ASIN: B005EKWZ18
ments.
While the majority of tracks
aren’t the first songs that thematically come to mind to lead a contemporary worship service, Maher closes
the record with “The Spirit and the
Bride,” a song that urges those who
feel hopeless that they can always
find their way toward God.
Overall, “The Love in Between”
is a fresh, yet familiar addition to
the Matt Maher catalog, and is a
fine indication that he will continue
to be a force in Spirit-filled music
for a long time to come.
Matt O’Donnell is a Nashville
musician.

Documentary Captures
Personalities and Unique
Vistas of the Vatican

T

he Vatican is the smallest
state in the world and the
center of the Catholic
Church.
Many dedicated people work at
the Vatican under the leadership of
Pope Benedict XVI. However, what
do we know of these people who
keep the Vatican’s wheels oiled, are
subordinated to its rhythms, guard
its secrets and their lives in service?
Eight people are at the center of
this documentary, enlightening
viewers about this mysterious place
through their personal stories. The
protagonists enjoy a singular access
in the Vatican or even to the Pope
himself. To the broader public, their
Summer 2012

personal experiences convey a
unique access to this extraordinary
place.
The featured
people and departments of the
Vatican include
the Pope’s bodyguard, his chief
photographer,
the voice of Vatican Radio, the
Archpriest of the The Vatican:
Vatican, an altar A Hidden World
boy in the Vati- Richard Ladkani, director
can, the head of Ignatius Press
$19.95, DVD, 55 mins.
the restoration
ISBN 978-1586177447
department of
the Vatican museum, the Prefect of
the Papal Secret Archives, and the
Jesuit brother in charge of the Vatican Observatory.
During twelve months, the film
crew enjoyed extraordinary access
to the Vatican, capturing fascinating personal vignettes alongside
unique images that portray the Vatican in a completely new light. The
documentary provides an intensive
and novel insight into the universe
of the Vatican, whose everyday life
is subject to coordination by everyday people. They are all pieces of an
eternal clockwork, while also being
pillars of a global power.

Staff Reports
rivalries of men who resent the privileges she enjoys and the power she
wields. But all in-fighting soon pales
before the horrors of the war, which
begins the same year that Pacelli is
elected Pope and becomes Pius XII.
As the war tears Europe apart,
the Pope puts his life, and the papacy itself, on the line by opposing
the Nazis and fascists. Visiting the
injured, steering through plots and
conspiracies, he relies heavily on
Sister Pascalina, his most important link to the world of the suffering and the persecuted. Thanks to
the fearlessness of Rome’s clergy
and the tirelessness of Pascalina,
he manages to save the lives of
many Roman Jews. As head of the
private papal
charity, Pascalina uses her
organizational
skills to help
thousands. She
remains at
Pacelli’s side
until his death
in 1958, as his
most important
God’s Mighty Serconfidante, val- vant: Sister Pascalina
ued adviser and Richard Ladkani, director
friend – God’s
Ignatius Press
mighty servant $24.95, DVD, 200 mins.
ISBN 978-1586177461
to the end.

Ignatius Press Releases
Feature Film about Secretary to Pope Pius XII
SAN FRANCISCO – Ignatius Press
recently released a feature film
about Sister Pascalina Lehnert
(1894-1983), the personal confidant
and secretary to Pope Pius XII for
40 years when he was the Papal
Nuncio in Germany, and then after
for his whole pontificate. The pope
had great confidence in her wisdom, energy and loyalty, and she
became known as “the most powerful woman in the history of the
Vatican.”
In 1918, the young nun Pascalina
was sent to Munich to be the housekeeper of the new Papal Nuncio,
Eugenio Pacelli. Though they seem
to have little in common, Pacelli became impressed by Pascalina’s directness, zeal and alertness. During
his delicate negotiations on the
Concordat with Bavaria and Prussia, he benefits from Pascalina's
pertinent comments and clearheaded views. He is sad to leave her
behind when he is appointed Cardinal Secretary of State in 1929 and
moves to Vatican City – where
women are forbidden to live.
But Pascalina’s loyalty and
strong support are missed, and she
is invited to work in the Vatican –
the first woman ever to do so. As
part of Pacelli's Vatican household,
she contends with the intrigues and

CNS Movie Ratings
American Reunion
O
Bully
A-III
Chimpanzee
A-I
Five-Year Engagement
O
Lockout
A-III
Mirror Mirror
A-II
Safe
O
Salmon Fishing/Yemen
A-III
The Avengers
A-III
The Cabin in the Woods
O
The Hunger Games
A-III
The Lucky One
A-III
The Pirates! Band of Misfits A-II
The Raven
L
The Three Stooges
L
Think Like A Man
A-III
Titanic
A-III
We Have a Pope
L
Wrath of the Titans
A-III
For our complete list of film
reviews and classifications, visit
www.NewCatholicBooks.com

Catholic News Service
Film Classifications
A-1 – General patronage
A-II – Adults and adolescents
A-III – Adults
L – Limited adult audience, films
whose problematic content many
adults would find troubling.
O – Morally offensive
NR – Not rated
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Book Reviews
Historian Offers Factual,
Unsentimental Look at
Irish Urban Experience
Reviewed by Peggy Weber, CNS

I

f you are looking for a sentimental book about Irish immigrants in America – “The Irish
Way” is not it.
James R. Barrett, a professor of
history and African-American studies at the University of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign, takes an honest, well-researched look at the
Irish influence on the new, urban
American identity. It is part sociology and part history. A lot of the information is neither romantic nor
endearing. However, facts are facts.
It is a big undertaking. Barrett looks at how
the Irish influenced their world.
He focuses on
their role in several major American cities and
their interaction
and influence
The Irish Way
with other ethnic James R. Barrett
groups. He exam- Penguin Press
$29.95, 369 pages
ines all of this
ISBN 978-1594203251
with the background of the street, the parish,
the workplace, on stage, through
the machine and in the nation.
It is a daunting task. However,
the 73 pages of footnotes show that
the author has done his homework.
He writes in the introduction:
“My object is not to advance a universal theory of Irish Americanization. The size and location of their
communities varied. ... A legacy of
real and imagined slights shaped
Irish Catholic consciousness and
their defensive urban culture. They
told themselves and others that
their success was hard-won, that
they must stick together and take
care of their own. At its best, this
mindset led Irish-Americans to
support integration and reform for
other oppressed migrant peoples; at
its worst; it became an excuse for
racial and ethnic intolerance such
as the Irish themselves had faced.”
The book explains how the Irish,
some of the first immigrants, certainly suffered. Barrett notes: “In
the 1830s and 1840s, Protestant
gangs invaded Irish Catholic
neighborhoods in Philadelphia,
Boston and New York, burning
homes, convents and churches.” It
also chronicles how the Irish, in
turn, developed turf wars with
other ethnic groups in cities such
as Boston, New York and Chicago.
The church also shares the dual
nature of this book. It shows a caring and compassionate group, but
also a church that is ruled by Irish
hierarchy and not necessarily open
10
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to welcoming others to predominantly Irish parishes.
Nuns receive high praise, for the
most part, in the book. Barrett especially notes that “the curriculum
in schools taught by Irish nuns resembled that of the public schools,
though it also included Catholic religious instruction. Irish nuns were
responsible not only for the upward
mobility of many Irish women but
also in the long run form Americanizing them.” (Here Barrett credits historian Sarah Deutsch).
In terms of politics, the Irish
certainly created a strong political
machine. For example, Barrett
writes: “From 1908 to 1933, every
Lower East Side Tammany candidate for the board of alderman, the
state assembly and the state senate was Irish.” Of course there are
the stories of patronage and power.
This book shows the darkness
and light of the Irish immigrant
experience and how this influenced
others. Barrett acknowledges this
when he writes: “An abiding tension between inclusiveness and exclusiveness, between cosmopolitanism and parochialism, lies
at the heart of the Irish-American
relations with other groups. This
story turns on the dynamic between those impulses.”
Barrett’s book shows a lot of the
negative behavior of Irish immigrants. It notes that there were
some positive outcomes but mostly
it shows how one group can affect
so many others.
The book pieces together a lot of
information and facts. It is a sociological study that has a nice conversational tone. And it allows the
reader to make his or her own conclusions about what the Irish did
or did not do to develop the urban
experience.
Peggy Weber is the social media
editor for Catholic Communication
for the Diocese of Springfield, Mass.

Rebellions and Reforms
Are Parts of Church
History of Power vs. Piety
Reviewed by Brian Welter, CNS

C

hristianity’s failings were
often due to its political involvements, or to meddling
from rulers. The church has repeatedly had to fight against this
power orientation. While Emperor
Constantine deeply damaged the
church for centuries, Christianity
has always reformed and remade
itself, on the whole staying faithful
to the Gospel. Especially since the
Reformation, but at many episodes
prior to that as well, the Roman
Church has been a community of
the pious.
In “The Triumph of Christian-

ity,” Rodney Stark clearly shows
that when Constantine decriminalized the church, he also vastly enriched it, thus setting off the
centuries-long battle over simony
(the buying and selling of church offices). Wealthy and even mediocre
ecclesiastical offices attracted men
and their backers more interested
in financial gain and worldly power
than in religious service. The medieval Western church is a history
of the resulting decay and reform.
Thus Roman
families would
control the papacy, putting into
the chair of Peter
men who gambled,
prayed to the gods,
womanized and
had illegitimate
children, and
mocked the
Triumph of Christianity
liturgy. Stark, a
Rodney Stark
professor of social HarperOne
sciences and co-di- $27.99, 512 pages
ISBN 978-0062007681
rector of the Institute for the Studies of Religion at
Baylor University, describes well the
resulting great, European-wide reforms that would sweep the entire
institution, as in the 11th century,
when several popes including Gregory VII (pope 1073-1085) promoted
a more saintly episcopacy and priesthood and fought against simony.
St. Francis was another from the
“church of piety,” as Stark calls it –
the part of the church that existed
throughout the centuries, even at
the most corrupt periods, and that
always followed Christ devoutly and
served the people. Yet because the
“church of power” retook the institution after the 11th-century reforms,
the centuries between 1100 and the
Reformation in the early 16th century witnessed one rebellion against
the church after another, something
the author covers well.
The Waldensians, near-cousins
to the Franciscans, were rooted out
as heretics because, unlike Francis
and his followers, they did not carefully offer their loyalty to the
church of power.
Yet Stark offers a balanced view
of Christian history, one that counters all the defamations of Voltaire,
Denis Diderot and the other voices
of the so-called Enlightenment.
Stark is especially strong on showing how science directly grew out of
the medieval Christian view that
because God was reasonable and
had made men reasonable, so the
world was also built on logic and
could be known in this way.
The author writes convincingly
that the so-called Scientific Revolution never happened, and has been
an Enlightenment slander against
the “Dark Ages.”
The early medieval period saw
profound technological growth, as
agricultural innovations fed a grow-
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ing population. Stark, a sociologisthistorian interested in the lives of
the common people, also notes the
very high use of water mills by the
10th century. He attributes this in
part to the Christian prohibition
against slavery, which meant that
agriculture and industry had to
find alternative sources of power to
slaves.
Catholics will come away from
“The Triumph of Christianity” with
a lot to tell their Protestant or secular naysayers. Stark notes that
much uninformed and unjustified
anger and bigotry directed at the
Catholic Church not only originated
in the Enlightenment, but in Protestant anti-Catholic propaganda. He
goes so far as to say that English
and Dutch slander against the
Spanish Inquisition was in fact
racism or Hispanophobia. “Astonishing as it may seem, the new historians of the Inquisition have revealed
that, in contrast to the secular
courts all across Europe, the Spanish Inquisition was a consistent
force for justice, restraint, due
process and enlightenment,” Stark
observes. He notes that the Inquisition actually stopped the witch craze
from spreading to Spain because it
made a point of examining the accused, and often found a misunderstanding of Christian theology.
Stark does the church a tremendous service by bringing to light the
heroic history of the church and
showing how this past, and the heritage of all of Christianity, has been
slandered by people who hate Christianity. “The Triumph of Christianity” is a welcome dose of reality.
Brian Welter is studying for his
doctorate in systematic theology and
teaching English in Taiwan.

Authors Approach
Church’s Challenges from
Different Perspectives
Reviewed by Daniel S. Mulhall, CNS

T

he data from recent surveys
concerning membership in
the Catholic Church have not
been positive. Fewer people are attending Mass weekly, contributions
are down, and
many more adults
are leaving the
church than joining it. These two
books examine the
challenges and
offer suggestions
for reversing the
current trends.
Tom Roberts,
The Emerging
author of “The
Catholic Church
Emerging Catholic Tom Roberts
Church,” is an edi- Orbis Books
204 pages
tor-at-large for the $24,
ISBN 978-1570759468
National Catholic
Summer 2012

Book Reviews
Reporter newspaper. The book developed from a series of articles
Roberts wrote for the paper during
2009 while visiting dioceses around
the United States, but it does not
repeat the original articles. Roberts
approaches the topic from the perspective of a journalist, and one who
writes for a newspaper that covers
the Catholic Church from a progressive or liberal perspective.
Pierre Hegy,
the author of
“Wake Up
Lazarus!”, is an
emeritus professor at Adelphi
University. His
dissertation focused on authority in the Catholic
Church. He adWake Up Lazarus!
dresses the topic Pierre Hegy
iUniverse
of church re$22.95, 328 pages
newal from the
ISBN 978-1936236961
perspective of an
academic who is fully committed to
the church and its survival.
Although both books examine
the data from many of the same
studies and both offer suggestions
on what the church can and should
be doing to reverse the negative
trend, the books are very dissimilar
in approach and attitude. Roberts
tends to see the problems the
church faces today as a contest between the hierarchy and the laity,
with the bishops trying to take
back the power they lost following
the Second Vatican Council. Hegy
writes that he is concerned with
“pastoral strategies” and so uses
whatever tools he can – theology,
sociology, statistics and theory – in
an effort to “make a contribution to
the growing field of pastoral sociology” and renewal in the church.
Roberts begins with Sister Thea
Bowman's presentation to the U.S.
bishops in June 1989. That day the
bishops heard what Roberts calls
“a plea for a change in the church's
hierarchical structure,” but the author quickly moves to Pope John
Paul II’s efforts to roll “back the reforms of the Second Vatican Council” and reshape the hierarchy.
Chapter 2 examines the data
from recent studies and presents a
brief explanation of their meaning
and causes. In the next three chapters, Roberts recounts the sexual
abuse crisis and decries the clerical
culture that he believes exacerbated the problem. The last half of
the book focuses on parishes that
Roberts suggests exemplify the
new emerging Catholic Church.
Hegy begins with research data
to set the context for his proposal
for renewal. From the data he suggests that a new form of theological
reflection is needed because “academic theology reflects on belief
rather than faith; on doctrine
rather than practices” but that peoSummer 2012
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ple today are more interested in
spiritual growth rather than
knowledge, individual conversion
rather than structural change in
the church.
Drawing from the work of
churches – Catholic and others –
that are successful at attracting
and holding new members, Hegy
identifies key issues that need to
be addressed, such as the need for
a global vision for the future that
encourages strong community involvement and vibrant outreach to
attract newcomers and keep young
people from leaving. He explains
that strong and vibrant churches
focus on spiritual growth and encourage spiritual practices, while
helping their members develop a
strong faith identity. In the last 70
pages, Hegy offers strategies for renewing the Catholic Church’s vitality by focusing on such issues as
piety and devotion, relationships
and getting members actively involved in the life of the faith community.
Both books are well written and
easy to understand. On balance,
“Wake Up, Lazarus!” will be more
beneficial to the reader who is interested in a fuller picture of the
challenges facing the Catholic
Church today and what needs to be
done to address these challenges.
Daniel S. Mulhall serves as director of professional development
and Hispanic catechesis for RCL
Benziger.

Book Tells of Brave
Students, Trailblazing
Priest in Turbulent Times
Reviewed by Regina Lordan, CNS

I

n 1968, 20 young black men
were recruited to attend the
very white and oftentimes hostile College of the Holy Cross in
Worcester, Mass. Many of the
young men graduated to became
successful men in their communities, among them Supreme Court
Justice Clarence Thomas, author
Edward Jones, Wall Street CEO
Stanley Grayson and trial lawyer
Theodore Wells.
In her debut book, “Fraternity,”
Bloomberg Businessweek writer
Diane Brady describes in great detail the struggles and successes of
these young men who survived collegiate life in part because of their
persistent and trailblazing advocate, Jesuit Father John Brooks. In
"Fraternity," Brady not only has
provided an account of a tumultuous time in American history,
she has written an enjoyable story
about brave young men who inspired permanent reform on their
campus and in the nation.
Coming of age in 1968, the year

of the Tet offensive and the assassination of the Rev. Martin Luther
King Jr., the first recruits were student leaders and athletes from
mostly black communities in the
eastern United States. Anything but
enthused about attending a preppy
school with bitter cold New England
winters, the men were intrigued
with offers of academic rigor, opportunity and scholarship money from
a convincing and
determined Father Brooks. And,
seeing no better
offer from other
universities, the
men obliged.
When they
arrived, they were
greeted with loneliness, jeers,
Fraternity
isolation and
Diane Brady
Random House
challenging
coursework. But $25, 228 pages
ISBN 978-0385524742
they also found
compassion and an open ear from
Father Brooks, as well as a sympathetic college president, who

worked on the behalf of these men
to make the campus more welcoming and flexible to their needs.
Inspired by the civil rights movement and just plain sick of the status quo, the students created the
first Black Student Union. Seeking
more comfort in their own skin, the
men fought for and were granted a
corridor for black students. They
also demanded and received better
access to a social life appealing to
black students. These mature
young men were the first of many
black recruits who would follow in
their footprints and further change
the culture on the campus.
Brady tells an interesting story
about the young adulthood and
past of Thomas and the others. But
more importantly, her book is sure
to spur discussion and reflection
about civil rights, affirmative action, reverse segregation and the
pragmatic role of Catholic social
justice teaching.
Regina Lordan is former assistant international editor of Catholic
News Service.

T W O E XC I T I N G N O V E L S
BY MARCUS GRODI
that chronicle the the trials and tribulations of protestant
minister, Stephen LaPointe, as he wrestles with growing
doubt about his ministry and family. He loves the Lord
Jesus and the bible, but how can he be sure that what he
is teaching is true?
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Spread the Good News
about Catholic Books!
For less than $20 an issue, your parish will
receive 50 copies of each quarterly issue of
New Catholic Books & Media to distribute
to RCIA candidates, new parishioners, book
club members, lectors, ministers and
interested readers in your parish.
Get your parish reading today! Sponsor an
annual bulk subscription for your parish
for $75. Double the subscription for $140.
Order online at:
www.NewCatholicBooks.com/churches
“I found New Catholic Books & Media to be very
informative, insightful and balanced. I believe it
will be an important source of information for
many persons who wish to continue their study
of the faith and their reflection upon it.”
― Rev. Michael Johnston, Pastor, St. Henry
Church, Nashville, Tennessee
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Join us at the 16 th Annual CMN
International Trade Show!
Where: Dallas - Fort Worth Metroplex
When: August 28th - 31st, 2012

See you there!

“The Arlington Convention Center, located
just a few minutes from the DFW Airport will
be the site of the 2012 CMN Trade Show,”
explained CMN President, Alan Napleton. “It’s
a beautiful facility that is extremely user
friendly with a beautiful, reasonable hotel a
short walk away. Attendees will be joining
Father Andrew Apostoli, Father Michael
Gaitley, Father Roderick Vonhogen, Jeff
Cavins, Immaculee Ilibagiza, Teresa Tomeo,
Matt Pinto, Al Kresta, Collin Raye, Peter Kreeft,
Mark Forest, Lisa Hendey, and Danielle Bean
along with numerous other Catholic leaders,
authors and musicians from around the
country. As you can see, we’ve got a lot
planned for the 2012 event so I think we’re in
for an awesome show!”

The CMN is also happy to announce that for
the first time, the Catholic New Media
Conference (SQPN) along with the Catholic
Writers Guild, which has met with the CMN
for the past three years, will also gather for
their annual meetings at this same time and
place. Welcome!

Arlington Convention Center

Arlington Sheraton Hotel

For more information call CMN at 800-506-6333 or visit www.cmntradeshow.com

